The sound |fa Iv| is visually depicted as a written number word ''five'' and as an Arabic digit ''5.'' Here, we present four experiments -two quantity same/different experiments and two magnitude comparison experimen ts -that assess whether auditory number words (|faIv|), written number words (''five''), and Arabic digits (''5'') directly activate one another and/or their associated quantity. The quantity same/different experimen ts reveal that the auditory number words, written number words, and Arabic digits directly activate one another without activating their associated quantity. That is, there are cross-form at physical similarity effects but no numerical distance effects. The cross-format magnitude comparison experimen ts reveal significant effects of both physical similarity and numerical distance. We discuss these results in relation to the architecture of numerical cognition.
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Introductio n
The auditory number word |fa Iv| is visually depicted as a written number word ''five'' and as an Arabic digit ''5.'' To understand these three symbols (the auditory symbol and the two visual symbols), the observer must learn the relation between each symbol and the quantity it represents , as well as the relation between the symbols themselves. To date, research in numerical cognition has primarily examined (a) whether or not all three of these symbolic formats (auditory, written, and digit) are associated with the same psychological representation of quantity (Campbell & Clark, 1988 ; Cohen Kadosh 1 Dehaene's (1992) Triple Code model assumes that the format modules link to one and other and each format module links to the same abstract representation. This architecture is a version of Seidenberg and McClelland's (1989) distributed model of word recognition. Seidenberg and McClelland proposed that two format modules (orthographic and phonological coding) link to one and other and to the meaning of the words. Further, the authors proposed that either the orthographic or the phonological coding can activate the meaning of the word, with the orthogr aphic cod ing being the primary pathway to meaning in reading. Never theless, this model assumes that all pathways between format modules and meaning can be activated in parallel. The model does not, unfortunately, specify a priori when each module will be activate d and used. As such, this model does not make precise predictions to be assessed in the prese nt set of experim ents. To permit precise predictions, we assume each module activated plays a role in processing the stimuli. We do not consider the predictions of models that assume activations of modules that play no part in the processing of stimuli (though they are discussed in Section 6). For example, Seidenberg and McClelland's (1989) model can be interpreted as predicting that all modules will be activated all the time , regardless of whether the modules play an active part in recovering meaning. Such a model would predict we would find evidence for the activation of all the different modules (every feature module and the quantity representa tion) in every condition. Although this incantation of the Seidenberg and McClelland's (1989) model can produce a prec ise prediction, other versions do not. For example, one can imagine countless versions in which some, but not all, modules are activate d and a subset of those are involved in the processing of the stimuli. Because such ''in between'' versions can accommodate all patterns of data, they will not be considered here. Rather, we do not consider models in which modules are activated but play no role in process ing the stimuli. number word ''five'' to the Arabic digit ''5,'' the system would convert both symbols into abstract quantities and then directly compare the quantities in the abstract quantity representati on.
The architecture at the bottom of Fig. 1 is a simplified depiction of a strict Multiple Quantity Representation model (e.g., Cohen, 2009 Cohen, , 2010 Cohen, Ferrell, & Johnson, 2002; Gonzalez & Kolers, 1982 ) . Here, each numerical symbolic format activates a separate quantity representation , but symbolic formats are directly linked to one another. The Multiple Quantity Representat ion model is a particular instantiatio n of theories that discuss a non-abstract quantity representat ion (e.g., Cohen Kadosh & Walsh, 2009 ). These theories do not assume that the ''neural populations that code numerical quantity are insensitive to the form of input in which the numerical informat ion was presented'' (Cohen Kadosh & Walsh, 2009, p. 314 ) . Similar to the Triple Code Model, this system is able to convert the written number word ''five'' directly to the Arabic digit ''5,'' without activating a quantity representat ion. Unlike both previous models, to compare quantities of the written number word ''five'' to the Arabic digit ''5,'' the system must first convert one symbol (e.g., ''five'') into the format of the other symbol (e.g., ''5''). Once converted into the same format, the two numerals would activate the same quantity representati on and their quantities could be efficiently compared. 2 As described above, the fundamenta l differenc e between the proposed architectures is not their modules, but rather the links between the modules. The links between the modules proposed by different architectures of numerical cognition can be discovered , at least in part, by assessing the activation of each module in different tasks. Traditionally, the numerical distance effect has been used as a signature for the activation of the quantity module associate d with a numerical symbol. The numerical distance effect refers to the pattern of data whereby integers that are quantitatively close interfere with one another more than integers that are quantitative ly distant. This interference results from overlappi ng perceptual distribution s of quantity (e.g., Buckley & Gillman, 1974; Dehaene, 1997; Gallistel & Gelman, 1992 ) . In tasks that require quantity comparison (e.g., judging the larger of two stimuli), overlapping perceptual distribution s of quantity increase the perceived similarity between the stimuli, resulting in slower reaction times (RT). In this instance, the numerical distance effect is well described by the Welford (1960) 
where a and k are constants, L is the larger quantity in the comparison, and S is the smaller quantity. In tasks that do not require quantity comparison (e.g., judging the samenes s of two stimuli), overlapping perceptu al distributions of quantity interfere with the identification of the stimulus , and again result in slower RTs. When the numerical distance effect is present in a task that does not require the quantity of the stimulus to be assessed, researchers typically conclude that the quantity representat ion was automaticall y activated (e.g., Dehaene & Akhavein, 1995; Ganor-Stern, Tzelgov, & Ellenbogen, 2007; Tzelgov & Ganor-Stern, 2005 ) . Recently , Cohen (2009) identified a signature pattern of data for the activation of the Arabic digit symbolic format based on the physical structure of the numeral. To assess whether the physical structure of an Arabic digit influenced RT, Cohen (2009) developed a Physical Similarity function of Arabic digits (PS digit ) based on the seven line, Fig. 8 structure of numbers used on digital alarm clocks:
where PS digit is the measure of physical similarity, O is the number of lines that the two integers share, and D is the number of remaining lines (see Table 1 ). This function allows for an objective quantification of the physical similarities between integers. Cohen (2009) assessed whether physical similarity or numerical distance was the primary influence on RT in a quantity same/different task. The participants were presente d with the integers 1-9, in Arial font, and were instructed to judge whether the Arabic digit presented was a 5. Cohen found that the PS digit function was the primary predictor of the RT data. To ensure the results were not due to a unique characteristic of Arial font, Cohen (2009) completed a second experiment in which the font of the numerical stimuli was randomized. In Experiment 2, Cohen again found that physical similarity was the primary determinan t to the participants' RTs. Cohen's (2009) PS digit function can be used as a signature for the activation of the symbolic digit associated with another numerical symbolic format or a quantity. Presumably, the PS digit function results because overlappi ng perceptual distribution s of physical structure interfere with the identification of the stimulus, and this interfere nce slows RTs. As such, the presence of the PS digit function in a task suggests that physical structure of a digit was activated. If the PS digit function is present in a task whereby participants are not required to activate the interfering Arabic digit, one can conclude that the interfering digit automaticall y activated the Arabic digit module. Thus, with the availability of the numerical distance effect and physical similarity function, one can assess if and when a numeral's quantity and symbolic representat ions are automaticall y activated.
To assess the activation of the symbolic written number word and the symbolic auditory number word, we introduce two new physical similarity functions: PS word and PS auditory (see Table 1 ). These functions are not intended to be definitive descriptions of the perceptual similarities between written number words or auditory number words. Rather, these functions are intended to capture the physical features sufficient to reveal the influence of physical similarity in number judgment tasks. 3 We based PS word on two features of the written number words to be compared: similarity in length and the visual confusion of the letters. We used Geyer's (1977) confusion matrix for lowercase alphabetic characters as the values of the letter confusions: higher numbers indicate greater confusion, thus more similarities between the two letters. The letter confusion value equaled the average confusion of: the first letter of the two words, the last letter of the two words, the remaining letters of the two words, and all the letters of the two words. We included the first (LC first ) and last letters (LC last ) in the formula because of their relative importance in reading a word (e.g., McCusker, Gough, & Bias, 1981) . To capture the intrawor d confusions, we included LC remaining . Finally, we included a measure of all confusions (LC all ) to capture any global effects. So, the letter confusions of Word A and Word B (LC AB ) is calculated by,
The similarity in word length equaled the absolute value of the number of letters in Word A minus the number of letters in Word B. So, the word length confusion of Word A and Word B (WL AB ) is calculated by,
Finally, PS word is the average of these two values,
Fig . 2 illustrates the similarity of the number words ''two'' and ''five.'' These two words have relatively high similarities on our PS word measure. As the figure shows, both words are of fairly similar length. In addition, the first and last letters of both words have a relatively similar shape. The remaining letters were somewhat similar, especially the ''w'' in two and the ''v'' in five.
We used Shepard, Kilpatric and Cunningham 's (1975) MDS analysis of the spoken number word to generate ordinal similarity distances for PS auditory . Thus, we did not identify features per se. Rather, we based our similarity assessment on the MDS distances provided. Nevertheless, one can make an educated guess. To illustrate, the similarities of the spoken number words |fa Iv| (five) and |eit| (eight), likely revolves around the fact that both words are dominated by a dipthong that ends in the |i| sound. We identified these distances only for the number pairs present in the current experiment and present them in Table 1. Table 2 presents the correlations between the physical similarity functions and the Welford function.
Each of the models of the architectures underlying numerical cognition described above makes different predictions concerning the activation of the symbol and quantity modules in cross-forma t magnitude comparison task and cross-forma t quantity same/differ ent task (see Table 3 ). Here, we assume that an effect of numerical distance is a marker for the activation of the quantity module and an effect of physical similarity is a marker for the activation of the symbolic format module by both numeric symbols. 4 Furthermore, we assume that the quantit y module(s) and/or the symbo lic format modules will not be activated unless the architectu re of the numeri cal cognitio n model necessitate s their activation. Finally, we assume the most direct route for completion of the task.
The quantity same/differ ent task requires the participa nt to judge whether two presented numerals denote the same quantity. Theoreticall y, when the two numerals are presented in the same-form at, this task can be completed simply by analyzing the surface structure of the presente d numerica l symbols (Cohen, 2009 ; e.g., same: 5 vs. 5; different: 5 vs. 6) . This is because the surface structure of the symbols are perfectly correlated with the quantity they denote and when the two numerals are presented in the same-format, then their surface structure will be identical if and only if they denote the same quantity. The cross-for mat quantity same/different task, in contrast, cannot be completed by a surface structure analysis. This is because the surface structure of the two presented numerals will not be identical whether they denote the same or different quantities. In the cross-format condition , the Fig. 2 . An illustration of the physical similarity of the number words ''two'' and five. '' 4 Here, when we state that a module is activate d, whether a quantity module or a symbolic format module, we are indicating the module is activated by both integers. That is, when the quantity module is activate d, interference between the quantities of the two presented numbers results in slower RTs. When the symbolic format module is activated, interference between the physical similarities of the two prese nted numbers results in slower RTs. It is possible that these modules may be activate d by a single quantity or a single symbol. However, such activation will not result in either the numerical distance effect or the PS effect.
architecture of the numerical cognition system becomes crucial for predictin g the outcome of this task. Suppose two number symbols are presente d in two different formats, Format A (e.g., ''five'') and Format B (e.g., ''5''). Here, the surface structures of the presente d symbols are different. If, however, the symbolic format modules of the two presented number symbols are directly linked, then the number symbol in Format A (''five'') can activate its' counterpart in Format B (''5''). Once the number symbol in Format A has activated its' counterpar t in Format B, the two activated symbols in Format B (e.g., ''5'' and ''5'') can be compared based on non-quantit ative informat ion (e.g., surface structure ). If the architecture of the numerical cognition system permits such a conversion and comparison, one would expect to see RT predicted by Physical Similarity function but not the Numerical Distance function. This is what the Triple Code and Multiple Representat ion Models predict for the cross-for mat quantity same/different task. In contrast, if the symbolic format modules are independent (as is the case for the McCloskey model, see McCloskey & Macaruso, 1995, p. 357 ) , then the only available route for comparison in the cross-format same/different task is through the quantity representation . In such an instance, each numerica l symbol activates its' quantity in the shared quantity representat ion and the quantities are compared, rather than the symbol's physical structure. Here, one would expect to see RT predicted by Numerical Distance but not Physical Similarity. This is what McCloskey's model predicts for the cross-forma t quantity same/different task.
In contrast to the quantity same/different task, the magnitud e comparison task presumably cannot be completed simply by analyzing the surface structure of the presented numeral whether or not the numerals are presented in the same format. Because two different numerals are presente d on every trial, their surface structures are different regardles s of which presented numeral is greater. In addition, for the magnitude comparis on task to be completed simply by analyzing the surface structure of the numerical symbols, one would have to hypothesize a non-analogue representat ion of quantity. Wherea s there exists some evidence for this when assessing decimals (e.g., Cohen, 2010 ) , to date there exists no evidence for a non-analog ue represen tation of quantit y for integers. Presumably the numerical symbol's quantitative meaning must be accessed in all conditions of the magnitud e comparison task. Therefore, all models of the architecture of numerical cognition predict that a quantity module will be activated, resulting in an effect of numerical distance. Here, we describe the predictions for the cross-forma t magnitude comparison task because this is where the models' predictio ns differ. If the modeled architecture specifies that the symbolic format modules share a single, abstract quantity representat ion, then quantity comparison can occur within that shared representation, regardles s of the formats of the numerical symbols. That is, each numerical symbol will activate its' quantity in the shared quantity representat ion and the quantities will be compared. In this instance, one would expect to see RT predicted by Numerical Distance but not Physical Similarity. This is what the Triple Code and McCloske y Models predict for the cross-forma t magnitude comparison task. If, however, the modeled architecture specifies that the symbolic format modules do not share a quantity representat ion, then magnitud e comparis on is not as straight forward. Here, the two numerica l symbols must first be converted into the same format before magnitude comparison can occur. This is because quantity comparison can only occur in a shared quantity representat ion, and the two presented numerals will only share a quantity representation when they are in the same format. Once both symbols are in the same format, magnitud e comparison can occur within the single quantity representat ion. Here, because both the symbolic format module and the quantity module will be activated one would expect to see RT predicted by both Physical Similarity and Numerical Distance. This is what the Multiple Representat ion Model predicts for the cross-for mat magnitude comparis on task.
There has been no published research addressing the presence of the PS and Welford functions together in a cross-for mat magnitud e comparison task. Therefore, the current literature cannot address the activation of the numerical symbolic format module in a magnitude comparison task. There is, however , abundan t evidence that both cross-forma t and same format magnitude comparison tasks elicit the numerical distance effect (e.g., Buckley & Gillman, 1974; Dehaene, 1989; Dehaene & Akhavein, 1995; Dehaene, Dupoux & Mehler,199 0; Duncan & McFarlan d, 1980; Hinrichs, Yurko, & Hu, 1981; Moyer & Landauer, 1967 , 1973 Shepard et al., 1975; Takahashi & Green, 1983 ) .
Similarly, there has been no published research addressing the presence of the PS and Welford functions together in a cross-for mat quantity same/different task. Nevertheless, there have been several studies that examine the presence of the numerical distance effect in a cross-forma t quantity same/differ ent task. Recall, the numerical distance effect has been used as evidence that numerical symbols automaticall y activate their associated quantity representation s. Specifically, if a symbol's quantity interferes in a task in which quantity is irrelevant, researchers conclude that the quantity representat ion was automaticall y activated (for a review, see Tzelgov & Ganor-Stern, 2005 ) . The quantity same/different task is one such task. Dehaene and Akhavein (1995) completed a cross-forma t quantity same/different task examining Arabic digits and written number words. In one experime nt, the authors had participa nts compare either two Arabic digits, two written number words (e.g. TWO), or a mixed trial of one Arabic digit and one written number word. The numbers used were 1, 2, 8, and 9 and the participants were asked to determine whether the two quantities were the same or different. To analyze the data, the authors dichotom ized the number pairs into ''numerically close'' (i.e., 1 vs. 2 and 8 vs. 9) and ''numerically far'' (1 or 2 vs. 8 or 9) condition s. The authors found that participa nts responded more quickly to the numerica lly far condition than the numerically close condition in all format combinations. The authors also found that participants responded more slowly to cross-forma t trials than same format trialseven when the cross-format stimuli represented the same quantity. In a second experiment, the authors conducted a form same/different task, whereby participa nts had to judge whether the physical form of the presente d stimuli were the same (e.g. respond same when, ONE ONE; respond different when, ONE 1). Although participants responded more quickly to the numerically far stimuli than the numerically close stimuli in the same format conditions, quantity did not affect the RTs in the cross-for mat conditions. Disregarding this latter finding, the authors concluded that the majority of the evidence suggests that numerical symbols automaticall y activated their quantity representat ion.
Ganor-Stern and Tzelgov (2008) conducted an analogous experiment using Indian and Arabic notation and found similar results. In both studies, the influence of physical similarity was not assessed and thus not known.
In contrast to the above data, Cohen (2009) revealed that quantity representation s are not automatically activated in a quantity same/different task. As discussed above, Cohen (2009) showed that the PS function accounted for virtually all the variance in the RTs in a same format quantity same/different task. Indeed, because the pattern of data resulting from the PS function is often similar to that resulting from the Welford function, those studies that do not assess the influence of both functions may mistake effects of physical similarity for those of numerica l distance. Because significant collinearity between the Welford function and physical similarity function is also evident in the digit and auditory PS functions (see Table 2 ), researchers may make similar mistakes when assessing cross-format distance effects.
The influence of physical similarity on the data in a cross-format quantity same/different task remains unclear. For example, suppose the standard is presented in a word format and the probe in a digit format. Here, there is no surface level physical similarity between the two presented numerals. Therefore, if the PS function is primarily a result of a visual comparison of features, the PS function should not manifest in such a task. However , if the PS function results from the specifics of the architecture of the numerical cognition system, then the PS function may manifest in the data (e.g., the Multiple Representat ion Model). To clarify, the architecture of the numerical cognition system may have evolved so the most efficient comparis on of samenes s of two symbols occurs by converting one symbol into the format of the other symbol. Here for example, such a system may convert the standard into the format of the probe prior to comparison. After such a conversio n, the surface structure of the two symbols can be compare d and thus the PS function would manifest. Without the format conversion, there is little a priori reason for the PS function to manifest. Furthermor e, without the format conversion, the numerical distance function would likely manifest because both symbols would likely be converted into a quantity prior to comparison.
In the present experiments, we (a) assess the underlyin g architecture of numerical cognition in a series of quantity same/different and magnitude comparison tasks, and (b) expand on Cohen's (2009) findings by having participants compare Arabic digits to the quantities 2, 5 and 8 (rather than just 5).
Experimen t 1
In Experiment 1, we assessed the relative influence of the PS and Welford functions in a quantity same/different task. The numerals were presented as written number words (e.g., two) or Arabic digits (e.g., ''2''). We assessed both same-format and cross-for mat conditions.
Method

Participants
Seventy naïve undergra duate volunteers participated for class credit.
Apparatus and stimuli
All the stimuli were presented on a 24-in. LED color monitor with a 72-Hz refresh rate controlled by a Macintosh Mini running an OS X. The resolution of the monitor was 1920 Â 1200 pixels.
A trial consisted of either two Arabic digits, two written number words, or an Arabic digit and a written number word, presente d one above the other, in the center of the screen. The stimuli were presented vertically (one above the other) rather than horizontally (one to the right of the other) to minimize the less relevant influence of spatial informat ion (e.g., Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993 ) . The standard values were 2, 5, and 8 and were always presente d above the probe. The probe values were selected randomly from 1 to 9. All the Arabic digits were presented in Arial font.
Procedure
The participants were tested individually in a small, dark room. The participants were instructed that, on every trial, they would be presented with two quantities, one above the other, and that they were to determine whether the bottom quantity was the same or different than the top quantity. Half the participa nts were told to press the ''D'' key if the two quantities were the same and the ''K'' key if the two quantities were different. The keys were reversed for the remaining participants . The participants were instructe d that speed was important but that accuracy was essential.
Each trial consisted of the presentation of a standard and probe and then the participant's response. The stimuli remained on the screen until the participa nt responded. The computer recorded the participant's RT. There was a 500-ms delay between trials.
There were four blocked conditions: two same format and two cross-forma t. The same format conditions consisted of: a written number word as the standard and a written number word as the probe (word-word); an Arabic digit as the standard and an Arabic digit as the probe (digit-digit). The crossformat conditions consisted of: a written number word as the standard and an Arabic digit as the probe (word-digit); an Arabic digit as the standard and a written number word as the probe (digitword). Each condition consisted of 288 trials. Half the trials had a correct response of ''same'' and half were ''different.'' There were 8 ''different'' probes per standard (the numbers 1-9 excluding the presented standard) and 3 standards (the numbers 2, 5, and 8). The 288 trials consisted of 3 (standards) Â 8 (probes) Â 2 (same/different) Â 6 (repetitions).
Conditions were blocked and the 288 trials were presente d randomly within each block. Each block began with 12 practice trials. After every block of trials, the experiment would pause and ask the participant whether he or she would like to take a self-timed break. The experiment resumed when the participa nt pressed the return key. Each of the four blocked conditions lasted about 15 min. The order of the conditions was counterbala nced across participants.
Results
Prior to analyzing the data, we (a) normalized the RT data using a log transformat ion, (b) trimmed the fastest and slowest 0.5% of the responses , and (c) removed all incorrect responses (average error rate of 4%). All together, about 5% of the data was removed. Finally, we removed four participants whose error rates exceeded 10.5%. To keep the analyses consistent across models, only the trials in which the standard and the probe denoted different quantities (i.e., the ''differen t'' trials) were analyzed. Table 4 presents the means (sds) and error rates for each condition .
To assess the relative contributions of the Welford and the Physical Similarity (PS) functions, for each condition, we computed a simultaneou s Mixed Model regressio n with RT for each probe as the criterion variable, the Welford and Physical Similarity functions as the predictor variables, and subject as a random variable (function lmer in R). To assess the relative contribution of each predictor , we standardized all variables. To provide a measure of variance accounted for, we report R 2 , calculated by squaring the correlation between raw RT and the fitted values. Because the current Mixed Model analysis fits functions to each individual's raw data, rather than the mean data, these values appear smaller than those found in the extant literature. Generally, when reporting R 2 for the numerical distance effect, researchers report the r 2 for the mean RTs, collapsin g across trials and participants. By removing individual trial variance, researche rs can attain r 2 values of 0.8 and higher. Here, we are fitting to all the raw data and we attain R 2 values of around 0.2 and greater (which correspond to medium and large effect sizes). When we collapse across trials and participants, our R 2 values are comparable to those in the extant literature. Because each analysis assessed four slopes for significance, we used the Bonferroni correction, requiring an alpha of 0.0125. Fig. 3 shows boxplots of the participa nts' slopes for each predictor by condition. Table 5 summari zes the significant predictor s for each condition. Table 6 presents the slopes and t-values of all predictors.
When two Arabic digits were presente d (digit-digit), the slope for PS digit (slope = 0.09, t = 9.2, p < .01), PS auditory (slope = 0.05, t = 4.2, p < .01) and the intercept (À0.36, t = À6.9, p < .01) were significant 6 (R 2 = .22). There were no other significant predictors. When a written number word was the standard and an Arabic digit was the probe (word-digit), the slope for PS digit (slope = 0.07, t = 6.3, p < .01) and the intercept (0.25, t = À4.2, p < .01) were significant (R 2 = .25). There were no other significant predictors. When two written number words were presented (word-word), the slope for the PS word (slope = 0.07, t = 7.5, p < .01) and the intercept (À0.18, t = À3.4, p < .01) were significant (R 2 = .22). There were no other significant predictors.
When an Arabic digit was the standard and a written number word was the probe (digit-word), the slope for the PS auditory (slope = 0.05, t = 4.3, p < .01) and the intercept (0.28, t = 5.3, p < .01) were significant (R 2 = .21). There were no other significant predictors.
Discussion
The data are clear, in all conditions participants complete d the same/different task using the physical similarity of the standard to the probe. The non-quantit ative route was used in both the same-format and cross-forma t conditions. This is the first time a cross-forma t physical similarity effect has been demonstrat ed to be the primary controlling variable in a quantity same/differ ent task. Although in most cases, physical similarity was based on the format of the probe stimulus, the auditory similarity was a significant predictor in several condition s.
The significant effects of physical similarity indicate that there is cross activation of numerical formats. Because there was no effect of numerica l distance, an abstract quantity representation could not have been the route for the cross activation to have occurred . These data confirm and extend the results of Cohen (2009) beyond the standard of 5. Together these results suggest that there exists a direct link between the number word symbolic format module and the Arabic digit symbolic module.
We discuss the findings of Experiment 1 in more detail in Section 6. In Experime nt 2, we conduct a traditional magnitude comparison task to further explore the links between the Arabic digit symbolic format, written number word symbolic format, and quantity representation modules. 
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed to expand on the findings of the quantity same/different task of Experiment 1. Here, we conduct a classic magnitude comparis on experiment using the same paramete rs as Experime nt 1. If the Arabic digit symbolic format module and the written number word symbolic format module share a quantity representation , then there should be a significant effect of the Welford function and no effect of the PS functions in the cross-forma t condition s. Cohen (2010) found an effect of physical similarity with two Arabic digits, using the classic magnitude comparison task. Here, we expand on these findings using single Arabic digits and written number words. Fig. 3 . Boxplots of the slopes of the predictor variables for the digit-digit, word-digit, digit-word, and word-word conditions of Experiment 1. The horizontal grey line indicates a slope of zero (i.e., no effect). The boxplots describe the entire distribution of slopes from the participants for each predictor. The box denotes the range of the middle 50% of the data, the internal line denotes the position of the median, and the whiskers extend out to the tail of the distribution. The circles indicate points that fall outside the densest cluster of data. The boxplots reveal that, in each condition, a physical similarity predictor robustly predicts performance while the remaining predictors remain centered on zero.
Method
Participants
Apparatus and stimuli
The apparatus and stimuli used in Experiment 2 were the same as Experiment 1.
Procedure
The procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. The participants were instructe d that, on every trial, they would be presented with two quantities, one above the other, and that they were to determine whether the bottom quantity was larger or smaller than the top quantity. Furthermore, there were no trials in which the standard was the same quantity as the probe. The 288 trials consisted of 3 (standards) Â 8 (probes) Â 12 (repetitions).
Results
Similar to Experime nt 1, prior to analyzing the data, we (a) normalized the RT data using a log transformat ion, (b) trimmed the fastest and slowest 0.5% of the responses, and (c) removed all incorrect responses (average error rate of 5.4%). All together, about 6.4% of the data was removed. Finally, we removed 13 participa nts whose error rates exceeded 10.5%. Table 4 presents the means (sds) and error rates for each condition.
Similar to Experiment 1, we computed a simultaneou s Mixed Model regressio n with RT for each probe as the criterion variable, the Welford and Physical Similarity functions as the predictor variables, and subject as a random variable. To assess the relative contribution of each predictor , we standardized all variables and required an alpha of 0.0125. Fig. 4 shows boxplots of the participants ' slopes for each predictor by condition. Table 5 summarizes the significant predictors for each condition. Table 6 presents the slopes and t-values of all predictors. When two digits were presente d (digit-digit), the slope for PS digit (slope = 0.04, t = 6.1, p < .01), the Welford function (slope = 0.1, t = 8.7, p < .01) and the intercept (À0.41, t = À5.8, p < .01) were significant (R 2 = .33). There were no other significant predictors. When a number word was the standard and a digit was the probe (word-digit), the slope for PS digit (slope = 0.05, t = 4.1, p < .01), PS word (slope = 0.03, t = 3.5, p < .01), and the Welford function (slope = 0.12, t = 13, p < .01) were significant (R 2 = .30). There were no other significant predictors. When two words were presente d (word-word), the slope for PS word (slope = 0.04, t = 5.3, p < .01), the Welford function (slope = 0.14, t = 12.5, p < .01) and the intercept (0.23, t = 3.3, p < .01) were significant (R 2 = .31). There were no other significant predictors. When an Arabic digit was the standard and a written number word was the probe (digit-word), the slope for the Welford function (slope = 0.10, t = 8.7, p < .01) was significant (R 2 = .29). There were no other significant predictor s.
Discussion
The data show that the RTs of each of the four conditions were best described by the Welford function. This suggests that numerica l distance is the primary controlling factor in the participants ' magnitude comparison process. Such a finding merely confirms the decades of research that demonst rates the activation of the quantity representat ion module in the magnitude comparison task. However , the data also indicate that in three of the four conditions, there was also an effect of physical similarity. This finding is new and demonstrates the activation of complemen tary symbolic format modules. The cross-forma t conditions are somewhat contradictor y with regards to the predictions in Table 3 . Specifically, the results of the word-digit condition are consistent with the Multiple Representat ion Model (i.e., effects of both numerical distance and physical similarity), but the results of the digitword condition are consistent with the Triple Code Model (i.e., only an effect of numerical distance. We discuss these results in detail in Section 6.
In Experiments 3 and 4, we expand our findings to the auditory symbolic format. Specifically, in Experiment 3, we assess the auditory number words and Arabic digits in a quantity same/differ ent task. In Experime nt 4, we assess the auditory number words and Arabic digits in a magnitud e comparison task. Both experime nts are very similar to Experiments 1 and 2, with the exceptions that (a) the standard and the probes are presented successivel y rather than simultaneou sly, and (b) we only assessed the Arabic digit probe conditions. We presented the standard and the probe successively because the auditory presenta tion of a number was distracting when presented simultaneou sly with a Fig. 4 . Boxplots of the slopes of the predictor variables for the digit-digit, word-digit, digit-word, and word-word conditions of Experiment 2. The horizontal grey line indicates a slope of zero (i.e., no effect). visual stimulus . Because the auditory stimulus is presented in time and then is gone, participa nts must pay attention to the auditory stimulus when it is presented for optimal performanc e. We only assessed the digit probe condition because, at the time we designed the experiment, we did not have a PS function for auditory number words and we (incorrectly) assumed the standard would always be converted into the format of the probe. Therefore we did not anticipate assessing the physical similarity effect in the auditory probe condition (which are the conditions in which we would expect an auditory physical similarity effect).
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was designed to expand on the findings of Experime nts 1 and 2 using Arabic digits and auditory number words as stimuli. Here, we conduct a quantity same/different task using similar paramete rs as Experime nt 1.
Method
Participan ts
Fifty-nine naïve undergradu ate volunteers participated for class credit.
Apparatu s and stimuli
In addition to the apparatus and stimuli used in Experiment 1, we used verbal recordings of a female voice reading the standard numbers 2, 5, and 8. These recordings were sampled at 44.1 kHz. The sound files were trimmed to remove excess time before the start and after the end of the number word. Each recorded number lasted about 500 ms (|tu| = 411 ms, |fa Iv| = 475 ms, |eit| = 498 ms). The participa nts wore Sennheisser HD 280 Pro headphones in all conditions (i.e., whether or not audio stimuli were playing).
Procedure
The procedure for Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 1 with the following exception s. In both the digit-digit and the auditory-digit condition s, the standard and the probe were presented successively . The inter-stimu lus interval (ISI) between the standard and probe was 500 ms. In the digitdigit condition, the standard was presented with a slight blue tint to differentiate the standard from the probe (and thus cue the participant which stimulus to respond to). The probe was a light gray (as it was in all experiments). All participants wore headphones .
Results
Similar to Experiment 1, prior to analyzing the data, we (a) normalized the RT data using a log transformat ion, (b) trimmed the fastest and slowest 0.5% of the responses , and (c) removed all incorrect responses (average error rate of 3.3%). All together, about 4% of the data was removed . Finally, we removed three participants whose error rates exceeded 10.5%. To keep the analyses consistent across models, only different trials were analyzed . Table 4 presents the means (sds) and error rates for each condition .
Similar to Experiment 1, we computed a simultaneou s Mixed Model regression with RT for each probe as the criterion variable, the Welford and Physical Similarity functions as the predictor variables, and subject as a random variable. To assess the relative contribution of each predictor, we standardized all variables and required an alpha of 0.0125. Fig. 5 shows boxplots of the participants' slopes for each predictor by condition. Table 5 summarizes the significant predictor s for each condition. Table 6 presents the slopes and t-values of all predictors.
When two Arabic digits were presented (digit-digit), the slope for PS digit (slope = 0.05, t = 4.9, p < .01) was significant (R 2 = .28). There were no other significant predictors.
When an auditory number word was the standard and an Arabic digit was the probe (auditory-digit), the slope for PS digit (slope = 0.04, t = 2.5, p = .012) was significant (R 2 = .28). There were no other significant predictor s.
Discussion
The data are clear, participa nts completed the quantity same/different task using a non-quantit ative route based on the physical similarity of the standard to the probe in both the digit-digit condition and the auditory-digit condition. Interestingly, the PS auditory function was not found significant, in the digit-digit condition, as it was in Experime nt 1. These data extend the findings of Experime nt 1 to the auditory domain (i.e., cross-modality ). We discuss the findings of Experiment 3 in more detail in Section 6.
In Experiment 4, we conduct a traditional magnitude comparison task to further explore the links between the Arabic digit symbolic format, auditory number word symbolic format, and quantity representation modules.
Experimen t 4
Experime nt 4 was designed to expand on the findings of the quantity same/differ ent task of Experiment 3 using Arabic digits and auditory number words as stimuli. Here, we conduct a magnitude comparison experiment using the same paramete rs as Experiment 3. If the Arabic digit symbolic format module and the auditory number word symbolic format module share a quantity representat ion, then there should be a significant effect of the Welford function and no effect of the PS functions in the cross-forma t conditions.
Method
Participants
Fifty-eigh t naïve undergra duate volunteers participa ted for class credit.
Apparatus and stimuli
The apparatus and stimuli used in Experiment 4 were the same as Experiment 3. 5 . Boxplots of the slopes of the predictor variables for the digit-digit and auditory-digit conditions of Experiment 3. The horizontal grey line indicates a slope of zero (i.e., no effect).
Procedure
The procedure for Experiment 4 was identical to Experime nt 3 with the following exception s. The participa nts were instructed that, on every trial, they would be presente d with two quantities , one before the other, and that they were to determine whether the second quantity was larger or smaller than the first quantity. Furthermore, there were no trials in which the standard was the same quantity as the probe. The 288 trials consisted of 3 (standards) Â 8 (probes) Â 12 (repetitions).
Results
Similar to Experiment 1, prior to analyzing the data, we (a) normalized the RT data using a log transformat ion, (b) trimmed the fastest and slowest 0.5% of the responses , and (c) removed all incorrect responses (average error rate of 5.4%). All together, about 6.4% of the data was removed. Finally, we removed three participants whose error rates exceeded 10.5%. Table 4 presents the means (sds) and error rates for each condition.
Similar to Experiment 1, we computed a simultaneou s Mixed Model regression with RT for each probe as the criterion variable, the Welford and Physical Similarity functions as the predictor variables, and subject as a random variable. To assess the relative contribution of each predictor, we standardized all variables and required an alpha of 0.0125. Fig. 6 shows boxplots of the participants' slopes for each predictor by condition . Table 5 summari zes the significant predictor s for each condition. Table 6 presents the slopes and t-values of all predictors.
When two Arabic digits were presente d (digit-digit), only the Welford function (slope = 0.03, t = 2.5, p = .012) was significant, although PS auditory approached significance (t = 2.4) (R 2 = .36). There were no other significant predictors.
When an auditory number word was the standard and an Arabic digit was the probe (auditory-digit), the slope for PS auditory (slope = 0.04, t = 2.9, p < .01) and the Welford function (slope = 0.07, t = 4.8, p < .01) were significant (R 2 = .30). There were no other significant predictors.
Discussion
The data show that the Welford function was the primary controlling factor when determining whether the standard was the same as the probe for both the digit-digit and the auditory-digit conditions. In both conditions, there was a strong influence of physical similarity based on the spoken number words, however, in the digit-digit condition , the PS digit function did not reach significance. We discuss the findings of Experiment 4 in more detail in Section 6.
General discussion
The data from Experiments 1-4 provide some insight into the architecture of the numerical cognition system. In all conditions in the quantity same/different task, the PS function was the primary controlling factor and there were no effects of numerical distance. This is the first time cross-for mat physical similarity effects have been demonstrat ed. This clearly reveals that observers make quantity same/differ ent judgments based on non-quan titative informat ion, even in cross-format conditions. In all conditions of the magnitude comparison task, the Welford function was significant. Furthermore, in all but one condition of the magnitude comparison task, the PS function was also significant. Below we interpret these results in the context of the automatic activation of symbol and quantity modules and the architecture of numerical cognition. First, however, we address why our results differ from other published results studying cross-for mat same/different numerical judgments (Dehaene & Akhavein, 1995; Ganor-Ster n & Tzelgov, 2008; Van Opstal & Verguts, 2011; Verguts & Van Opstal, 2005 ) .
Cross-format same/diff erent numerical judgment
In the present quantity same/different experiments , we found that physical similarity was the primary predictor of RTs, rather than the magnitude that the symbols denoted. This finding was true both in the same-format and the cross-forma t condition s. Previous studies addressing this issue have reported numerical distance effects when assessing numerica l symbols in both same-format and cross-forma t same/different tasks. The questions naturally arises, ''why does our data differ from the other published data?'' We address that question here. Dehaene and Akhavein (1995) appeared to have set the standard for designing the typical numerical same/ different task. The authors used the integers 1, 2, 8, and 9, and classified the integers as either quantitat ively close (e.g., 1 2) or quantitat ively distant (e.g., 1 8). This categorizati on reduces the strong predictions of the continuo us numerica l distance function into a simple dichotomous categorization. This reduction eliminates much of the power to distinguish the numerical distance effect from other effects that are correlate d with it. Cohen (2009) showed that physical similarity is strongly correlated with the numerical distance effect. García-Orza, Perea, Mallouh, and Carreiras (2012) found a similarly strong correlation between numerical distance and the physical similarity of Persian-Indian integers. Thus, the use of few numerical integers, the classification of these integers into a small number of distance categories, and the strong correlation between physical similarity and numerical distance created a scenario whereby RTs primarily produced by physical similarity appeared to be consistent with the numerical distance effect. It is only when a large number of numerica l stimuli are assessed (not categorized) and the numerical distance and physical similarity are pitted against one and other that the two competin g hypotheses can be distinguishe d. This is exactly what Cohen (2009) did in a same-format same/different task when he demonstrat ed the primary influence of physical similarity rather than numerica l distance. Since that time, several other researchers have confirmed Cohen's (2009) effect for same-format stimuli under a variety of conditions (García-Orza et al., 2012; Goldfarb , Henik, Rubinsten, Bloch-David, & Gertner, 2011 ) . Indeed, Goldfarb et al. (2011) demonstrated that the numerical distance effect is evident when the number stimuli are categorized similar to Dehaene and Akhavein (1995) , but the numerica l distance effect disappears when the number stimuli are uncategoriz ed (Verguts & Van Opstal, 2005 , also noted the physical similarity of 8 and 9 when discussing Dehaene & Akhavein, 1995 ) .
The studies that have demonstrated the numerical distance effect in the published literature have all used the Dehaene and Akhavein (1995) categorization analysis and have not assessed the influence of physical similarity (e.g., Dehaene & Akhavein, 1995; Ganor-Ster n & Tzelgov, 2008; Van Opstal & Verguts, 2011; Verguts & Van Opstal, 2005 ) . As such, the published studies have not provided an adequate test of the physical similarity hypothesis. Only Van Opstal and Verguts (2011) decomposed their four numerical stimuli (1, 2, 7, & 8) into numerical distances (in addition to their categorical analysis). The Fig. 6 . Boxplots of the slopes of the predictor variables for the digit-digit and auditory-digit conditions of Experiment 4. The horizontal grey line indicates a slope of zero (i.e., no effect).
authors found a significant effect of numerica l distance in their cross-forma t condition (digit-word). However , the authors only assessed four numerica l distances (1, 5, 6, & 7) and never assessed the effects of physical similarity. Importantly, the numerical distance effect emerges in our data in the crossformat digit-word and word-digit conditions when we assess only the effect of numerical distance (without including the physical similarity variables). That is, we find a significant effect of the Welford function (ts > 2.7, p < .01). Importantly, this effect emerges even though we assessed far more numerical distances than Van Opstal and Verguts (2011) . Nevertheles s, when we add the physical similarity variables, the influence of numerica l distance disappea rs (see results of Experime nt 1). This demonstrates the importance of including both numerica l distance and physical similarity in such analyses.
In sum, our data likely differ from other published results because we (1) used many number stimuli, (2) did not categorize our numerica l distances, and (3) assessed the influence of both numerical distance and physical similarity.
Automatic activation
In the present quantity same/different experime nts, we assessed the activation of the quantity module under rigorous circumstances . Specifically, we assessed whether observer s make the same/ different response across symbolic formats based on (a) the physical similarity of the two presented symbols or (b) the quantity denoted by the symbols. The results in this instance are clear: in all conditions, participants make the quantity same/different response across symbolic formats based on the physical similarity of the standard and the probe. There were no significant effects of numerical distance. This is the first time that such an effect has been demonst rated.
The lack of an influence of numerical distance on the cross-format quantity same/differ ent tasks provides further evidence that numerals do not automaticall y activate their associated quantity representati on (e.g., Cohen, 2009 ) . The cross-for mat quantity same/differ ent task is a particularly rigorous assessme nt of automatic activation because on the surface there is no physical similarity between the numerals expressed in the two formats. The lack of a first order physical similarity favors a hypothesis that sameness is determined by comparing the numerals' quantities. So, despite there being a hypothesized necessity for the activation of the quantity module (let alone an irrelevant automatic activation for the task), there was no significant influence of numerical distance on the data. Thus, the data suggests that the numerals did not automaticall y activate the quantity representation module.
In addition to addressing the automatic activation of the quantity module, our data also addresses the activation of the symbolic format modules. We can address the automatic activation of the symbolic format modules with the same logic used to address the automatic activation of the quantity module. Here, we use the magnitude comparison task to assess the activation of the symbolic format modules. The data from the cross-forma t quantity same/different task has demonst rated that direct links exist between the Arabic digit and written number word symbolic format modules and between the Arabic digit and auditory number word symbolic format modules. We assessed whether these symbolic format modules are activated in a magnitude comparison task.
As in the quantity same/different task, the cross-format conditions are the critical conditions. These condition s are critical because any effect of physical similarity in the same-format condition s may be explained away as a perceptual interference effect. For example, in the simultaneous condition of the digit-digit magnitude comparison task there is an effect of physical similarity. However , because both the standard and probe are visible and in Arabic digit form, one can claim that the PS effect results from the visual processing of the Arabic digit standard interfering with the visual processing of the Arabic digit probe. Such a conclusio n, which the data cannot refute, may not speak to the automatic activation of the symbolic format module. Such processing interference cannot manifest in the crossformat or successive conditions (in the digit-digit successive presentation condition, there remained an influence of physical similarity), therefore a PS effect would indicate that the symbolic format module was activated.
In all cross-forma t condition s of the magnitude comparison task except one, there was a significant effect of physical similarity. This indicates that the symbolic modules were activated in the cross-format magnitude comparison task. Here, one can conclude either (a) the symbolic modules were automatically activated and had no role in determining relative quantity or (b) the symbolic modules were activated because they were actively involved in processing the information required to determine relative quantity. The present set of experiments cannot adjudicate between these two conclusions . Nevertheles s, there was no evidence for automatic activation of modules in the other cross-for mat conditions in which automatic activation was possible or even likely (e.g., the cross-format quantity same/different task). Therefore, we suggest that automatic activation is unlikely in this case as well. We hypothesize that the symbolic modules are activated here because they are involved in processing the information required to determine relative quantity. We explain this processing below in Section 6.3.
Finally, there is some empirical evidence to suggest that the quantity representation s that are automatically activated are different than those that are intentionall y activated (Bugden & Ansari, 2011; Tzelgov, Henik, & Berger, 1992; Tzelgov, Meyer, & Henik, 1992 ) . Specifically, the automatically activated quantity representat ions may provide simple, dichotom ous ''large-smal l'' information . The present paradigm was not designed to detect the presence of such a dichotomous representat ion, therefore the present data cannot address this issue. Nevertheles s, flexible quantity representat ions are not inconsistent with the Multiple Representat ion Model (e.g., Cohen Kadosh & Walsh, 2009 ). Indeed, recently Warren and Cohen (2013) have provided empirical evidence for flexible continuous quantity representat ions. Future research should address this issue.
In sum, the present data suggest that there is no automatic activation of either the relative quantity module or the symbolic format modules. Rather, these modules are activated when they are actively involved in processin g information required to complete the task. Below, we interpret these findings within the context of different architectures of numerical cognition.
Numerical cognition architectu res
The present set of experiments provides some implication s for the architecture of the numerical cognition system. These implication s are relatively clear for the description of the relation between the symbolic format modules. The conclusions one draws with regard to whether there exist one or more quantity modules linked to these symbolic format modules, however, depends on the conclusions one drew concerning the automatic activation of modules in general. We discuss each of these issues below.
To assess the relation between the symbolic format modules, we conducted cross-for mat same/different tasks. If there exists a direct link between the symbolic format modules, as predicted by both the Triple Code Model and the Multiple Representat ion Model, then RT should be predicted by Physical Similarity but not the Numerical Distance . This is exactly what we found. Importantly, in the cross-forma t condition s, there are no apparent physical similarities between the two stimuli. Nevertheless, the PS functions, which are based on the perceptual qualities of the different formats, predicted participants' RTs in all cross-for mat conditions. For the system to complete the task in this way, the auditory number words, written number words, and Arabic digits would have to directly activate the perceptual representation s of each of the other forms. Thus, the data reveal direct links between the symbolic modules. This architectural feature is consisten t with both the Triple Code Model and the Multiple Representat ion Model.
The Triple Code Model and the Multiple Representat ion Model each make different predictio ns for the magnitude comparison tasks. Specifically, the Triple Code Model proposes a single quantity representation that is shared by all format modules. Therefore, to complete the cross-format magnitude comparison task, this abstract representation will be activated and RT should be predicted solely by Numerical Distance . In contrast, the Multiple Representat ion Model proposes that each format module has a unique quantity representation . Therefore, to complete the cross-for mat magnitud e comparison task, the two numerical symbols must first be converted into the same format before magnitude comparison can occur. Because both the symbolic format module and the quantity module will be activated, RT should be predicted by both Physical Similarity and Numerical Distance.
The description of the numerical cognition architecture that one can glean from the magnitude comparison tasks is in some ways depende nt on the conclusions one draws from the data concerning the automatic activation of modules. In the current experiments, there was a significant effect of both physical similarity and numerical distance in five of the six relative quantity conditions. The one condition in which no physical similarity effect was found (i.e., the digit-word condition) could be interpreted as the single ''tell-tale'' result that unequivo cally describes the numerical cognition architecture or the ''anomaly'' that simply reveals imperfect experimental conditions, statistics , etc. If one accepts the digit-word magnitude comparison result as a ''tell-tale,'' then the data indicate that the digit and word conditions share a quantity representation . That is, although the quantity same/different task revealed that the written number word and Arabic digit symbolic modules were directly linked, that link was not activated in this condition of the magnitude comparison task. If the two symbolic formats did not share a quantity representat ion, then one would expect that the standard auditory symbol would activate its associate d Arabic digit representation so a within format quantity comparis on could occur. Because this did not happen, one may assume that both formats shared a common representat ion.
In contrast, if one accepts the digit-word magnitude comparison result as an ''anomaly,'' (as we do here) then one must make an assumption about automatici ty before one can address the question of shared quantity representat ions. If one accepts that the cross-for mat activation is automatic, then the presence of the PS function is relatively meaningl ess with regards to the architecture of the numerical cognition system. There is, however, little evidence that the numerical cognition system automaticall y activates modules as an epipheno menon. Rather, the system activates modules when these modules are involved in processing the informat ion required to complete the task. Here, the system efficiently complete s the cross-for mat magnitude comparis on task in a two-step process. First the standard and/ or the probe activate a shared perceptu al representat ion (e.g., Arabic digit) of the number symbol. Second, the standard and the probe's shared, perceptual representat ion (e.g., Arabic digit) activate their associate d quantities in the shared quantity representat ion module for comparis on. In this way, both the PS and Welford function are relevant for the completion of the task, presumabl y because the numerica l symbols do not share a common quantity representat ion.
Finally, neuroanatom ical research assessing the abstract representation hypothes is has found mixed results. For example, using an fMRI, Piazza, Izard, Pinel, Bihan, and Dehaene (2004) demonstrated that different symbolic formats activate an abstract quantity representat ion in the hIPS. In addition, fMRI research has also found that multiple numerical formats activate the same IPS area (Jacob & Nieder, 2009; Piazza, Pinel, Bihan, & Dehaene , 2007 ) . In contrast, fMRI research has found that quantity representation s appear to be format depende nt in both the left (Cohen Kadosh, Muggleton, Silvanto, & Walsh, 2010; Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007 ) and right (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2010 ) parietal lobes. Given the limits of fMRI research (e.g., Henson, 2005 ) , functional data is critical to the interpretation of these data. Our results provide such functional data and support the existence of format depende nt quantity representation s.
Other implications
The present results reveal a clear effect of cross-forma t physical similarity. Thus, even without a first order physical similarity, physical similarity effects can arise because symbols can activate other representat ions. This finding is important to the numerical cognition research for practical reasons. That is, researche rs may be tempted to use cross-for mat stimuli in an effort to inhibit physical similarity effects. Our data reveal that such a strategy, while on the surface is sound, in practice is invalid. Thus, we offer a cautionary note to researchers to assess physical similarity effects even in cross-format experiments .
As we show here, it is exceedingly difficult to distinguish between the ''multiple representation with cross-format symbolic module activation hypothesis'' and the ''shared representat ion hypothesis.'' We demonstrate that cross-format symbolic module activation is both viable and efficient. Because this cross-format activation may occur in a variety of untested experimental situations, researche rs must consider this possibility before drawing conclusions concerning shared quantity representati ons. Cohen Kadosh and Walsh (2009) present a detailed review of the evidence in favor of a non-abstr act quantity representat ion and how researchers may have misinterpr eted evidence as favoring an abstract quantity representat ion.
Limitations
Here we assumed that numerical distance effect is an indicator of the activation of the quantity module and that the physical similarity effect is an indicator of the activation of the Arabic digit symbolic module. We also assumed that all modules necessary to complete the task would be activated by the task. Thus, we assumed modules that were not activated during a task were not necessary to complete the task. In general, these assumptions are readily accepted in the study of numerical cognition. Nevertheles s, if our assumptions are invalid, our conclusio ns may be invalid as well. It should be noted that, after viewing the data, a pattern appeared that suggested that all activated modules were involved in completion of the task.
Furthermor e, consistent with most models, it is possible to generate a posteriori alternative hypotheses to accommodate the current data and retain the ''automatic activation'' hypothesis. For example, it may be that form based decisions are faster than the quantity based decisions (and they run in parallel). Such alternative hypotheses should be tested in future work.
Another limitatio n is that, at this point, we cannot know in advance which surface representation will be activated in any particular task. The data suggest that the most likely (but not exclusively) surface representat ion to be activated is that of the probe. This may be because the observer is likely to convert the stimulus he or she attends to first into the format of the stimulus he or she attends to second. Both the position and predictability of the value of the stimulus can influence this. Thus when the standard is presented (a) in a privileged position (e.g., first or on top) and (b) is more predictable than the probe, then the probability the viewer will attend to the standard first is increased, thus increasing the probabili ty the viewer will convert the standard into the probe. This, of course, is not the whole story because the data also show that observers will convert to an auditory representat ion, even when only visual stimuli are presented. More research is required to sort this issue out.
Conclusion
In sum, we conducted a quantity same/different task and quantity magnitud e comparison task to explore how written number words, auditory number words, and Arabic digits are linked. In all conditions in the quantity same/different task, physical similarity was the primary controlling factor, while numerical distance had no influence. These data indicate there are direct, non-quantitati ve links between written number words, Arabic digits, and auditory number words and these links are preferred routes to determini ng the samenes s of numerical symbols. Importantly, these effects were present in both same-format and cross-for mat conditions. Furthermore, our data indicate that both physical similarity and numerica l distance are significant predictor s in a traditional magnitude comparison task. The influence of physical similarity in the magnitude comparis on task supports the conclusion that quantity representat ions are non-abstract.
